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What Is Media?

1  What is mass media?

2  Can you nd all of the forms of media?

3  How can we use media?

4  Understanding media

5  Staying informed with media

6  Nari needs help with his media project.

+  with many hints, answer keys, and solution approaches for all tasks

The complete package, including all tasks, hints, solutions, and solution
approaches, is available to all subscribers of sofatutor.com
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What is mass media?
Select all of the examples of mass media.
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1. Hint

Why is it called mass media? What does the word mass mean?

2. Hint

Media that reaches a large audience is known as mass media. Which of these media examples will reach a
large audience or many people at the same time?

3. Hint

Some media, like texts and letters, are personal and don't reach a large audience. These types of media
are only for the individual recipient.
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Answer key: A, C, E, F

Television, radio, newspaper, and the Internet are all examples of
mass media.
Media that reaches a large audience is known as mass media.

Solutions and solution approaches for the tasks
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